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The NPR "live" feed is posted below; the WKRG feed is posted "under the fold" (click "there's
more" below). It is the same as the BP feed, which can be found here, but it seems pretty dicey
and keeps going offline.

Edit: This video is being moved below the fold (Thursday am), because another copy of it is
being provided above, and this comment thread is getting very long. Please redirect the
conversation to this thread: http://theoildrum.com/node/6115. Cheers.

The NPR "live" feed is posted below; the WKRG feed is posted "under the fold" (click "there's
more" below). It is the same as the BP feed, which can be found here, but it seems pretty dicey
and keeps going offline.

Edit: This video is being moved below the fold (Thursday am), because another copy of it is
being provided above, and this comment thread is getting very long. Please redirect the
conversation to this thread: http://theoildrum.com/node/6516. Cheers.

http://www.cnn.com/video/flashLive/live.html?stream=3

http://www.cnn.com/video/flashLive/live.html?stream=stream/3&hpt=T1

We encourage you to comment in this thread only to document what you see going on or to add
information. Keep it on point, please.

Relevant links to top kill procedure:

Deep Water Spill - Waiting for Top Kill

The Gulf Deepwater Oil Spill - the Top Kill Attempt

The Gulf Deepwater Oil Spill, barriers, flow rates, and top kill

Links to other feeds:

http://www.wkrg.com/gulf_oil_spill/spill_cam/

http://globalwarming.house.gov/spillcam
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http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/homepage/STAGING/local_assets/bp_homepage/html/rov_stream.html

http://www.cnn.com/video/flashLive/live.html?stream=3

http://www.cnn.com/video/flashLive/live.html?stream=stream/3&hpt=T1
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